
NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

NEWNEW

uvex pace perform V

white matt
S53.3.048.8805

variomatic®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.048.2205

variomatic®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

uvex pace perform small V

S53.7.049.0081

S53.7.048.0005

S53.7.049.0085

S53.7.049.0082

S53.7.049.0083

S53.7.049.0084

white matt
S53.3.050.8805

variomatic®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.050.2205

variomatic®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

S53.7.049.0018

S53.7.051.0081

S53.7.051.0018

S53.7.050.0005

S53.7.051.0085

S53.7.051.0082

S53.7.051.0083

S53.7.051.0084

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection 

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

 ∙ uvex variomatic ® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection 

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Spare parts

Spare parts

High performance, ultra lightweight – 
for small faces. 
Ultra-lightweight, carbon composite 

earpieces that give a really secure fit, 

toric lenses plus automatic lens tinting 

with uvex variomatic® technology.

High performance, ultra lightweight. 
Ultra-lightweight with carbon com- 

posite earpieces that give a really 

secure fit. Frameless and totally sporty. 

A wider field of vision with toric lenses 

plus automatic lens tinting with uvex 

variomatic® technology.
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

NEW

uvex pace perform CV

uvex pace perform small CV

yellow matt
S53.3.051.7783

colorvision®

buzzy blue (cat. 2)

(mirror blue) 

white matt
S53.3.051.8885

colorvision®

glossy green (cat. 3)

(mirror green) 

white matt
S53.3.051.8881

colorvision®

pushy pink (cat. 3) 

(mirror pink)

black matt
S53.3.051.2284

colorvision®

serious silver (cat. 3) 

(mirror silver) 

S53.7.049.0081

S53.7.048.0005

S53.7.049.0085

S53.7.049.0082

S53.7.049.0083

S53.7.049.0084

S53.7.049.0018

S53.7.051.0081

S53.7.051.0018

S53.7.050.0005

S53.7.051.0085

S53.7.051.0082

S53.7.051.0083

S53.7.051.0084

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection 

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Spare parts

Spare parts

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Ultimate protection, ultimate contrast. 
Toric lenses for a wider field of vision 

plus colorvision® for the ultimate in 

contrast. In short: a high-end product 

for anyone who loves a sporty frame-

less design with a secure fit and top 

functionality.

No question of size. 
Our variant for narrower faces. With 

toric lenses for a wider field of vision 

plus colorvision® for the ultimate in 

contrast. A high-end product with top 

functionality in a sporty design.
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NEWNEWNEW

NEW

uvex pace one

black matt
S53.3.046.2216

mirror blue (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.046.8816

mirror lavender (cat. 3)

blue
S53.3.046.4416

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

uvex pace one V

white matt
S53.3.040.8805

variomatic®

supravision®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.040.2205

variomatic®

supravision®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Ultra-light top performance. 
In a class of its own: this ultra-light, 

fully-adjustable half-frame shield 

features a mirrored XXL lens and  

outstanding self-tinting. Top per-

formance – wherever you look. 

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

Set the pace. 
Mega-lightweight, a fully-adjustable 

half-frame shield and a mirrored XXL 

lens. You’ll get noticed in the uvex 

pace one and love its top performan-

ce with an extra-wide field of vision.
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NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

NEW NEW

uvex pace stage CV

S53.7.052.0081

S53.7.052.0018

S53.7.052.0085S53.7.052.0082

S53.7.052.0083

S53.7.052.0084

yellow matt
S53.3.052.6683

colorvision®

buzzy blue (cat. 3)

(mirror blue) 

white matt
S53.3.052.8885

colorvision®

glossy green (cat. 3) 

(mirror green)

white matt
S53.3.052.8882

colorvision®

yummy yellow (cat. 3) 

(mirror yellow) 

black matt
S53.3.052.2281

colorvision®

pushy pink (cat. 3)

(mirror pink) 

black matt
S53.3.052.2284

colorvision®

serious silver (cat. 3) 

(mirror silver) 

André Greipel // uvex rise pro MIPS // uvex pace stage CV

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection 

up to 400 nm

Spare parts

Your stage, your performance. 
A super-sporty look combined with 

outstanding lens technology. The 

uvex pace stage CV give you top 

style as well as contrast-enhanced 

vision thanks to uvex colorvision® 

lens technology.
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NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

uvex sportstyle 236 set

rhino – deep space matt
S53.3.004.5416

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 3) 

clear (cat. 0)

blue matt
S53.3.004.4416

supravision®

mirror yellow (cat. 2)

clear (cat. 0)

white matt
S53.3.004.8816

supravision®

mirror green (cat. 2) 

clear (cat. 0)

black matt
S53.3.004.2216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3) 

clear (cat. 0)

uvex sportstyle 236 small set

white matt
S53.3.005.8816

supravision®

mirror red (cat. 2) 

clear (cat. 0)

black matt
S53.3.005.2216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 2)

clear (cat. 0)

blue matt
S53.3.005.4416

supravision®

mirror yellow (cat. 2)

clear (cat. 0)

plum – black matt
S53.3.005.3216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3) 

clear (cat. 0)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙ Adjustable earpiece length

 ∙ Interchangeable lenses

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case shield included

Narrow fit with top performance. 
An oversized shield for sporty people 

with a narrower face. Fits securely, 

looks great. You’ll love its style, clear 

replacement lens and multiple technical 

features.

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙ Adjustable earpiece length

 ∙ Interchangeable lenses

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case shield included

Function rules! 
A shield that can handle everything. 

This popular model is really versatile 

and its cool style will ensure you stand 

out from the crowd. Comes with a 

clear replacement lens. 
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uvex sportstyle 802 V

uvex sportstyle 802 small V

white
S53.0.872.8801

variomatic® 

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

white
S53.0.894.8801 

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

purple – pink matt
S53.0.894.3301 

variomatic® 

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black – red – white
S53.0.872.2301

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black
S53.0.872.2201

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black matt – sunbee
S53.0.872.2601

variomatic® 

smoke (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.0.894.2201 

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Flex earpieces

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Ultra-light performance.
Self-tinting, amazingly lightweight and 

highly functional. Stand-out features 

can be that simple! Our first choice 

for racers wanting to reduce weight  

to an absolute minimum. 

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Flex earpieces

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Slim cut, full view.
Perfect vision in any weather – that’s 

what you get with the super-light-

weight sports eyewear with its extra- 

slim fit. Not forgetting self-tinting in 

seconds. 
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uvex mtn classic P

black – tortoise
S53.3.035.2630

polavision®

mirror pink (cat. 3)

blue matt – fade
S53.3.035.4440

polavision®

mirror blue (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.035.8830

polavision®

mirror red (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.035.2250

polavision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex mtn classic CV

khaki matt
S53.3.034.7791 

colorvision®

mirror silver (cat. 3) 

desert matt
S53.3.034.6697

colorvision®

mirror champagne (cat. 3)

green matt – tortoise
S53.3.034.7770

colorvision®

mirror green (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.034.2289

colorvision®

mirror blue (cat. 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ Removable side guards

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

Never look back. 
Get ready for the next expedition. Our 

new development is a reinterpretation 

of classic mountaineers’ goggles and  

offers top-level contrast. Fits everyone 

thanks to its adjustable nose pads and 

earpieces. 

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ Removable side guards

 ∙   100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

Already a legend. 
Inspired by traditional mountaineers’ 

goggles and equipped with the 

ultimate in glare protection. Our new 

model for outdoor sports enthusiasts 

in an ultra-stylish retro design. Plus: 

more flexibility with the removable 

side guards. 
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uvex mtn style CV

havanna matt – fade
S53.3.036.6697

colorvision®

mirror champagne (cat. 3)

blue matt – fade
S53.3.036.4480

colorvision®

mirror blue (cat. 3) 

green matt – fade
S53.3.036.7795

colorvision®

mirror green (cat. 3)

black matt – fade
S53.3.036.2281

colorvision®

mirror silver (cat. 3) 

uvex mtn style P

black – grey matt
S53.3.037.2530

polavision®

mirror red (cat. 3)

black – blue matt
S53.3.037.2440

polavision®

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black – pink tortoise 
matt
S53.3.037.2330

polavision®

mirror pink (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.037.2250

polavision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

New model New colorway

Outdoor rockstar. 
Ultra-modern and a real it-piece. 

A strikingly new vision of outdoor 

sport sunglasses that nods to the 

unique feeling of the 80s. Includes 

outstanding glare protection. Make 

a statement and make it hip. 

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

Full contrast! 
The perfect combo of ultra-modern 

design and functionality. That’s our 

newly-developed outdoor eyewear  

with integrated contrast enhancement. 

Face the challenge. 
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NEW

NEWNEW

uvex mtn perform V

white matt
S53.3.038.8803

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.038.2203

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

uvex mtn perform small V

black matt
S53.3.056.2203

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

white matt
S53.3.056.8803

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included 

Cool and stylish with variomatic. 
Top-flight performance for outdoor 

and winter sports enthusiasts in an 

XXL format. Automatically self-tints 

in seconds to give you perfect vision 

in all weathers. Perspective when it 

matters. 

Prepared for everything. 
Ideal for narrow faces. Look cool 

in the mountains with variomatic® 

lenses that self-tint automatically 

in seconds for perfect vision in any 

weather. Highest performance in an 

XXL format for outdoor and mountain 

sport enthusiasts.

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included 
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW

uvex mtn perform

uvex mtn perform small

black – purple matt
S53.3.039.2116 

supravision®

mirror purple (cat. 3)

black – red matt
S53.3.039.2316 

supravision®

mirror red (cat. 2)

black matt
S53.3.057.2216 

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black – blue matt
S53.3.039.2416 

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 2)

white matt
S53.3.057.8816

mirror gold (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.039.8816 

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

teal matt
S53.3.057.7716

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.039.2216 

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

The great outdoors. 
Exactly what outdoor sports enthusiasts 

need: an XXL shield for the mountains. 

Fits perfectly, protects sensitive eyes 

and offers totally clear vision. Whenever 

it matters. 

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

XXL shield for narrow faces. 
Exactly what you need for outdoor 

sports: an XXL shield for the moun-

tains. A perfect fit even if you have a 

narrower head, protects your eyes, 

offers perfect vision and outstanding 

UV protection.
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uvex sportstyle 312 CV

rhino matt
S53.3.006.5599 

colorvision®

mirror green (cat. 3)

deep space matt
S53.3.006.4489 

colorvision®

mirror orange (cat. 4)

black matt
S53.3.006.2295 

colorvision®

mirror green (cat. 3) 

uvex sportstyle 312 VPX

moss green matt
S53.3.033.7761

polavision® 

brown (cat. 2–4)

black matt
S53.3.033.2261

polavision®

brown (cat. 2–4)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ Removable side guards

 ∙   100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 380 nm

 ∙ uvex outdoor bag black included

Outdoor focus. 
For the ultimate visibility in the 

mountains: reliable protection from 

the sun and annoying reflections. 

They feature automatic self-tinting 

lenses and a guaranteed secure fit. 

Wherever you climb. 

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Soft nose pads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙ Removable side guards

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Top-flight style and contrast. 
With strong contrasts and optimal  

vision, you’ll always have a perfect 

view of your surroundings. That’s  

stylish as well as highly functional –  

in the beer garden just as much as on 

the mountain! For a reliable overview. 
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NEW

NEW NEW NEW NEW

uvex sportstyle 312

rhino matt
S53.3.007.5516

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt – gold
S53.3.007.2616

mirror gold (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.007.2216

mirror silver (cat. 4)

uvex mtn venture CV

black matt
S53.3.054.2281

colorvision®

pushy pink (cat. 3)

(mirror pink)

black matt
S53.3.054.2280

colorvision® 

serious silver (cat. 4) 

(mirror silver) 

black – demi matt
S53.3.054.2683

colorvision®

buzzy blue (cat. 3)

(mirror blue) 

white matt
S53.3.054.8882

colorvision®

yummy yellow (cat. 3)

(mirror yellow)

New model New colorway

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙ Soft nose pads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙ Removable side guards

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

The mountain is calling. 
Designed for mountains. Your perfect 

companion for a wide range of winter 

sports activities guarantees you optimal 

vision and reliable UV protection. 

Perfect glacier performance. 
High-performance glacier sunglasses 

for high mountains. Whether you’re on 

a ski tour in winter or an Alpine hike 

in summer, the uvex mtn venture CV 

always give you optimal vision around 

crevasses, terrains and snowdrifts. 

They offer uvex colorvision® techno-

logy with maximum contrast enhance-

ment to give you the best vision in 

any situation.

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm     
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uvex sportstyle 231 2.0 V

black matt
S53.3.028.2204

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.028.2203

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1–3)

 uvex sportstyle 231 2.0 V

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case shield included

Edgy, stylish and new. 
Automatic lens tinting in seconds 

for perfect vision in any weather. 

This high-performance shield is in a 

class of its own. Its cool and angular 

oversized look fits you perfectly and 

ensures you make an eye-opening 

impression! 
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NEW

NEW

uvex sportstyle 231 2.0

white matt
S53.3.026.8806

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 2)

blue-yellow matt
S53.3.026.4416

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black – yellow matt
S53.3.026.2616

supravision®

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

moss green – black matt
S53.3.026.7216

supravision®

mirror green (cat. 3)

grey – black matt
S53.3.026.2506

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 2)

uvex sportstyle 231 2.0 set

white – black matt
S53.3.027.8216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 2)

clear (cat. 0)

black matt
S53.3.027.2216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 2)

clear (cat. 0)

New model New colorway mountain bike

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces 

 ∙ Interchangeable lenses

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case shield included

Change you must. 
Cool, progressive and edgy – the 

XXL shield is designed to get you 

noticed, combining great functionality 

with sporty style. It even comes with 

a clear replacement lens for more 

flexibility.

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙  Adjustable, cold formable soft 

earpieces 

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Oversize your look. 
Edgy and totally laid back:  

our mirrored XXL shield for  

bright sunny days. 
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uvex sportstyle 235 V

white matt
S53.3.031.8803

variomatic®

litemirror blue (cat. 1–3)

black matt
S53.3.031.2205

variomatic®

litemirror silver (cat. 1–3)

uvex sportstyle 235 P

black matt
S53.3.032.2240

polavision®

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.032.2230

polavision®

supravision®

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Top performance, no compromises. 
Enjoy the XXL field of vision. The 

striking design. And the slightly  

mirrored shield that self-tints in  

seconds. That gives you great  

visibility in every situation. Fits. 

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

XXL good vision.
Cool. Edgy. Oversize. A strikingly large 

shield blocks reflections and glare.  

Plus: it absorbs scattered light, ensuring 

you always have comfortable vision. 

Uncompromisingly great protection. 
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NEWNEWNEWNEW

NEW

NEW

moss – grapefruit matt
S53.3.003.7316

supravision®

mirror red (cat. 2)

rhino – deep space matt
S53.3.003.5416

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black
S53.3.003.2216

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 235

oak brown matt
S53.3.003.6616

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.003.2016

supravision®

mirror lavender (cat. 3)

uvex react MIPS // uvex sportstyle 235 P

New model New colorway mountain bike

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Bold!
Maximum field of vision and a unique 

design with a mirrored lens. A relaxed 

look for top sports shades. 
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NEWNEWNEW

NEW

NEW

uvex sportstyle 706 CV

black matt
S53.2.018.2283

colorvision®

buzzy blue (cat. 3)

(mirror blue) 

black matt
S53.2.018.2281

colorvision®

pushy pink (cat. 3)

(mirror pink) 

black matt
S53.2.018.2285

colorvision®

glossy green (cat. 3)

(mirror green) 

uvex sportstyle 706 CV V

white matt
S53.2.036.8806

colorvision®

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

black matt
S53.2.036.2206

colorvision®

variomatic®

litemirror red (cat. 1 – 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft and adjustable earpiece ends

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

The visionary.
Exactly what mountain bikers need. 

The perfect sunglasses with ultimate 

contrast enhancement and self-tinting 

lenses for bikers on challenging trails 

with changing light conditions.

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft and adjustable earpiece ends

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Gimme contrast.
These robust, full-frame sport sun-

glasses guarantee brilliant vision and 

enhanced contrast. Perfect for all 

your sporting activities under a clear 

sunny sky. 
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uvex sportstyle 706

rhino – deep space matt
S53.2.006.5416

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black
S53.2.006.2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.006.2016 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black – moss matt
S53.2.006.2716

mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 806 V

white
S53.2.064.8801

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

grey matt
S53.2.064.5501

variomatic® 

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

moss matt
S53.2.064.7701

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

black matt
S53.2.064.2201

variomatic®

smoke (cat. 1 – 3)

New model New colorway mountain bike

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft and adjustable earpiece ends

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Mirror, mirror. 
With their robust frame and classic 

mountain bike design, these mirrored 

shades are always ready for action. 

Plus: they fit perfectly and protect 

you 100% from harmful UV rays. 

 ∙ uvex variomatic® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Soft nosepads

 ∙ Flex earpieces

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection

 ∙ uvex eyewear case rectangle 

included

Everywhere’s darling.
The weather? Irrelevant. All that counts 

is your performance. Whether the sky’s  

full of bright sunshine or dark clouds, our 

robust sports eyewear with integrated 

self-tinting gives you perfect vision in  

all weather conditions. 
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uvex sportstyle 237

black matt
S53.3.058.2016

mirror silver (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.058.8816

mirror lavender (cat. 3)

yellow blue
S53.3.058.7416

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black matt
S53.3.058.2216

mirror red (cat. 2)

purple fade
S53.3.058.3316

mirror purple (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 228

white black matt
S53.2.067.8206

supravision®

mirror red (cat. 3)

black – sand matt
S53.2.067.2816

supravision®

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.067.2206

supravision®

mirror blue (cat. 2)

New model New colorway mountain bike

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Easy to clean

 ∙ Adjustable soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft and adjustable earpiece ends

 ∙ Removable frame

 ∙ Direct lens ventilation

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Let’s get loud. 
How cool is that? Takes style and 

performance to the next level.  

That’s our progressive oversize 

shield. Complete harmony between 

style and function. 

Sports meets leisure. 
They protect you, fit perfectly and 

look fantastic. That’s the uvex 

sportstyle 237 with their cylindrical, 

mirrored lenses that give you a unique 

and ultra-cool look. Definitely a pair of 

shades with personality.
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uvex athletic CV

uvex athletic 

black matt
S55.0.530.2030

colorvision® green

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black matt
S55.0.530.2330

colorvision® yellow

mirror gold (cat. 1)

cloud matt
S55.0.530.4030

colorvision® green 

mirror blue (cat. 2)

black
S55.0.524.2028 

clear (cat. 0)

New model New colorway mountain bike

 ∙ uvex colorvision® technology

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Single lens (cylindrical)

 ∙ Foam layer with velour

 ∙ Can be worn with glasses

 ∙ Rubber strap with silicone

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

 ∙  Standards: EN 174:2001  

(Not approved for road traffic)

 ∙ uvex Tear-off lens set optional

Angular for an edgy look.
Contrast and color enhancement 

with uvex colorvision® technology – 

combined with a striking retro design 

and wider field of vision. The OTG 

feature means you can wear it over 

your prescription glasses. 

 ∙ uvex supravision® technology

 ∙ Single lens (cylindrical) 

 ∙ Single foam

 ∙ Can be worn with glasses

 ∙ Rubber strap with silicone

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC  

protection up to 400 nm

 ∙  Standards: EN 174:2001 

(Not approved for road traffic) 

 ∙ uvex Tear-off lens set optional

A classic that gives you great vision 
on any terrain. 
Especially cool: the mirrored and 

cylindrical single lens. You get a  

15 % wider field of vision, supravision 

anti-fog coating, and can even wear  

it over your glasses. 

Accessories

Accessories

Tear-off lens set 

S55.8.524.0000 

Tear-off lens set 

S55.8.524.0000 
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uvex sportstyle 232 P

black matt – red
S53.3.002.2330

polavision® 

mirror red (cat. 3)

smoke matt
S53.3.002.5170

polavision® 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.002.2250

polavision® 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex blaze III set

black red
S53.2.046.2316

mirror red (cat. 3) 

litemirror orange (cat. 1) 

clear (cat. 0)

black matt
S53.2.046.2210

smoke (cat. 3) 

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

clear (cat. 0)

white black
S53.2.046.8216

litemirror silver (cat. 3) 

litemirror orange (cat. 1) 

clear (cat. 0)

black blue
S53.2.046.2416

mirror blue (cat. 3) 

litemirror orange (cat. 1) 

clear (cat. 0)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ Adjustable soft nose pads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

One for all.
Super-lightweight. Ergonomic.  

Protective. Our versatile all- 

rounder effectively reduces glare  

and reflections, minimizing eye  

strain. It’s always the right choice. 

 ∙ Soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  Interchangeable lenses

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ uvex soft case included

Nice price for everyone. 
A bike ride yesterday, a jog today, 

hiking tomorrow. With their innovative 

changeable lens technology, these are 

the perfect shades for sports aces – 

and people who at least want to look 

the part! 
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uvex sportstyle 233 P

white matt
S53.2.097.8830

polavision® 

mirror red (cat. 3)

deep space matt
S53.2.097.4440

polavision® 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

smoke matt
S53.2.097.5540

polavision® 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.097.2250

polavision® 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 238

moss matt
S53.3.059.7716

mirror green (cat. 3)

deep space matt
S53.3.059.4416

mirror red (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.059.2216

mirror silver (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.059.8816

mirror pink (cat. 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙ Soft nose pads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Multi-talent.
Annoying reflections and dazzling light 

don’t stand a chance with this versatile 

all-rounder. Our multi-sport eyewear 

shields you from UV rays, protecting you 

reliably from eye strain. 

Perfect UV protection in any 
situation. 
Our uvex sportstyle 238 glasses 

are a sporty all-rounder and a real 

eyecatcher. The clean lines and stri-

king color contrast are super-stylish, 

while the top-quality lenses protect 

your eyes against UV rays in every 

situation.

 ∙ Soft nose pads

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm
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uvex sportstyle 215

grey matt
S53.0.617.5516

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black
S53.0.617.2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

white matt – red
S53.0.617.8316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

black matt – green
S53.0.617.2716 

mirror green (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 230

white matt
S53.2.069.8816

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.069.2216

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

havanna matt
S53.2.069.6616

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

blue matt
S53.2.069.4416

mirror red (cat. 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ Soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Give me trust. 
Our laid-back, half-frame sunglasses 

for sports enthusiasts have mirrored 

lenses and give you perfect protection 

against harmful UV rays. 

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Keep it simple. 
Sporty, straightforward and always 

ready for action. Just some of the 

features of our mirrored all-rounder: 

sports eyewear with a robust frame 

for sunny weather. 
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uvex sportstyle 204

blue
S53.0.525.4416

mirror blue (cat. 3)

clear
S53.0.525.9118 

clear (cat. 0)

black – white
S53.0.525.2816

mirror silver (cat. 3)

smoke
S53.0.525.2110 

smoke (cat. 3)

orange
S53.0.525.3112 

orange (cat. 1)

black – orange
S53.0.525.2316

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black
S53.0.982.2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black – orange
S53.0.982.2212 

litemirror orange (cat. 1)

uvex sportstyle 223

white
S53.0.982.8816 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

black – grey
S53.0.982.2218 

clear (cat. 0)

New model New colorway

 ∙ Soft nosepads

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Less is more. 
Lightweight multisport sunglasses 

with a half-frame and soft earpieces 

for a comfortable fit. No wonder 

they’re one of our bestseller models. 

They also protect you from infra-red 

and UV rays. 

 ∙ Soft earpiece ends

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Always perfect. 
Multifunctional shades with extra- 

large lenses for sports aces. They 

give you reliable protection against 

strong sunshine and keep the wind 

out of your eyes. 
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uvex esntl spirit

uvex esntl urban

white matt
S53.3.062.8816

mirror blue (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.063.8816

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.062.2216

mirror green (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.063.2216

mirror silver (cat. 3)

havanna matt
S53.3.062.6616

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.063.2213

mirror red (cat. 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Classic design meets sustainability. 
A timeless look in a classic shape: 

the uvex esntl spirit are your perfect 

sunglasses for relaxing in. With 

trendy lens colors and outstanding 

UV protection, they’re durable and 

eco-friendly as they’re made with 

recycled materials.

Sustainable protection that makes 
you look good. 
The uvex esntl urban combines 

lifestyle design, UV protection and 

sustainability as we use ocean waste 

material to make them. Designed for 

the future, while offering you perfect 

protection and style here and now.
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uvex LGL 49 P

dark brown matt
S53.2.099.4430

polavision® 

ltm. smoke dégradé  

(cat. 3)

havanna
S53.2.099.6660

polavision® 

mirror gold (cat. 3)

smoke matt
S53.2.099.2250

polavision® 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex LGL 43

havanna black
S53.2.048.6216 

mirror green (cat. 3)

blue havanna
S53.2.048.4616 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.048.2210 

ltm. smoke dégradé 

(cat. 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ uvex polavision® technology

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Function goes classic.
The perfect summer accessory with 

a classic silhouette and slim, elegant 

shape. Protects you effectively from 

UV rays, reflections and glare. Always 

fits, suits everyone. 

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Timeless. 
Whether you’re shopping, enjoying 

an ice cream or at a barbecue with 

friends, our delicate lifestyle model  

is the perfect summer accessory to 

take everywhere with you. A clear 

fashion statement. 
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NEW

black matt
S53.3.025.2213

mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex LGL 51

black matt
S53.3.025.2216

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.025.2215

mirror green (cat. 3)

uvex LGL 39

grey matt – blue
S53.2.012.5416

mirror blue (cat. 3)

clear-black
S53.2.012.9216

ltm. smoke dégradé 

(cat. 3)

black matt
S53.2.012.2216

mirror silver (cat. 3)

New modelNew colorway

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Perfect match. 
Sporty shield shades for your lifestyle 

with mirrored, oversized lenses and an 

angular design. They guarantee you 

perfect vision – and you’ll definitely 

turn heads! 

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Pure lifestyle. 
Vacation, beach or café – our robust 

lifestyle shades are always your best 

choice. In understated monochrome 

or the brightest colors that get you 

noticed all summer long. 
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uvex LGL 29

black matt
S53.0.947.2216 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.0.947.2215 

mirror green (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.0.947.2213 

mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex LGL 42

blue matt – havanna
S53.2.032.4616

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

blue – grey matt
S53.2.032.4514

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black transparent
S53.2.032.2916 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Must-have. 
Versatile and classic. These lifestyle 

sunglasses always protect your eyes 

reliably against UV rays and just look 

great. 

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

You can’t go wrong! 
Classic design, trendy colors and 

fully-mirrored lenses. That’s our 

stylish companion to all your leisure 

activities and your best accessory 

for the summer. 
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orange matt
S53.3.066.3416

mirror orange (cat. 3)

white matt
S53.3.066.8316

mirror pink (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.066.2616

mirror yellow (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 515

lavender matt
S53.3.066.4416

mirror blue (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 515

uvex sportstyle 515

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ Soft nosepads

Perfect fit, perfect protection.
Ideal for active kids: the comfortable  

fit makes these sunglasses a must- 

have for laid-back youngsters. They 

combine top-quality UV protection 

with a cool look.

kids
Protect what you love.
Uncompromising, highly UV-absorbent and  
almost unbreakable. That’s why uvex eyewear  
is perfect for sporty kids who are always on the  
move and have an eye for style.
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uvex sportstyle 514

grey matt
S53.3.065.5716

mirror silver (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.065.2216 

mirror silver (cat. 3)

blue matt
S53.3.065.4416

mirror blue (cat. 3)

lightblue matt
S53.3.065.4516

mirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex sportstyle 508

clear – blue
S53.3.895.9416 

mirror blue (cat. 3)

black matt
S53.3.895.2216 

litemirror silver (cat. 3)

clear – pink
S53.3.895.9316 

mirror red (cat. 3)

New model New colorway

 ∙ 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm 

 ∙ Flex frame

 ∙ Soft earpieces

 ∙ Eyewear strap

 ∙  100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection  

up to 400 nm

Cool kids rule. 
Sporty, laid-back and with first-class 

protection against glare and UV rays, 

even in strong sunshine. A stylish all-

round model for the coolest kids. 

Flexible and stylish
They look fantastic and offer reliable 

protection from UV rays. You’ll love 

these sporty sunglasses with their 

flexible frame, top design and striking 

color combos. Plus: the mirrored 

lenses will give you a cool look that 

ensures you’ll turn heads.
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accessories

S53.9.136.2200

uvex pace one V, pace perform V, 

pace perform S V, pace perform CV , 

pace perform S CV, sportstyle 235 V,  

803 race V, 803 race V small, 706 V, 

802 V, 802 V small, 806 V, 803 race 

CV V, 803 race CV V small, 706 CV V

S53.9.084.2201

uvex sportstyle 114 set, blaze III set

S53.2.094.0000

S53.9.120.0001

uvex eyewear case rectangleuvex eyewear case shield

uvex eyewear bag uvex outdoor bag black
S53.9.097.2202 S53.3.041.0001

uvex mtn style P, mtn style CV,  

mtn classic P, mtn classic CV, 

mtn perform V, mtn perform,  

sportstyle 312 VPX

uvex soft case

uvex sportstyle 236 set, 236 small set,  

231 2.0 Set, 231 2.0 V, 228 V

uvex eyewear strap 

Please refer to the price list.

uvex replacement visors
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merchandise

black 

S55.W.403.9200

black 

S16.W.050.0015 

3 × 3 m

black 

S16.W.030.0044

uvex helmet holder uvex beachflag uvex tent

20 pcs black 

S16.W.010.0020

15 pcs black  

S16.W.040.0015 

helmet holders optional

uvex eyewear floor displayuvex helmets floor display

uvex deco head

delivered without products

delivered without products

rotierend, slatwall holder incl. 

S16.W.050.0014
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